Abstract: Fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) are used as proxies to measure the microbial water quality of aquatic ecosystems. Methods of modeling FIB have evolved in order to provide accurate and timely prediction to inform decisions by governing authorities to prevent risks to public health. A predictive model to forecast the FIB concentrations of an urban waterway, the Chicago River, utilizing the artificial neural network (ANN) method was developed. To address tuning of hyperparameters of the ANN model, an exhaustive testing was performed to select optimal hyperparameters. The root-mean-square propagation (RMSprop) optimizer performed better than the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizers in this study. Eight input variables were eventually selected from 10 initially proposed variables: water temperature; turbidity; daily, 2-day, and 7-day cumulative rainfall; river flow discharge; distance from the upstream water reclamation plant; and number of upstream combined sewer outfalls. Water reclamation plants and combined sewer overflows were found to be critical contributors of microbial pollution in this urban waterway and should be considered in the ANN model. The developed model has an accuracy of 86.5% to predict whether fecal coliform concentration is above or below a regulatory threshold.
Introduction
Rapid urbanization has been a trend for much of industrial and postindustrial human history. Since 2008, more than half of the world's population has resided in cities, while by 2050, the urban population is anticipated to grow to 70-80% of the total population (United Nations 2014). As population density and economic activity increase in these urban centers, pressures on urban water management will also consequently increase (Larsen et al. 2016) . One such example of the negative effects of this prolific urbanization is the increase in pollution in the surrounding surface waters, to which treated and untreated wastewater is discharged. It is critical to monitor and manage pollution in urban waterways because of the adverse effects on the aquatic ecosystem and human health in areas with high population density.
Fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) have been used to indicate pathogen contamination for more than a 100 years (Bowie et al. 1985) . Total coliforms and fecal coliform were usually used as FIB in the twentieth century, while later E. coli and Enterococci were recommended as better FIB (USEPA 1986) . Some recent epidemiological studies have suggested little to no correlation between FIB concentrations and illness, but rather they have indicated the presence of fecal contamination (USEPA 2012). However, FIB are still the practical and widely used indicator for microbiological water quality monitoring (de Brauwere et al. 2014) . The current standards recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) for an estimated illness rate of 32 per 1,000 primary contact recreators is a geometric mean of 30 colony forming units (CFU) per 100 mL for Enterococci and a geometric mean of 100 CFU per 100 mL for E. coli (USEPA 2012). The U.S. EPA suggests that states assess a risk management decision depending on the criteria values they have outlined that are most appropriate for their waters, which will take into account the general use standards assigned to these waters (USEPA 2012) .
Current methods of measuring FIB include culture-based methods and rapid detection methods (USEPA 2012) . Culture-based methods of analyzing FIB concentrations usually take up to 18-96 h, which is ineffective at keeping up with the change in temporal variations in FIB concentrations. Another method that has been introduced in recent years is the rapid instrumental method, such as the quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (Dorevitch et al. 2011; Templar et al. 2017) . The process for rapid detection methods may take up to 2-4 h, which shows some promise in addressing the temporal variation that limits the use of culture-based methods. However, this method usually presents a high initial capital cost of equipment. In addition, direct FIB measurements can only be taken at selected monitoring stations, but spatial variation of FIB concentrations might be significant. Because of the limitations of measurement methods at high spatiotemporal resolution, modeling of FIB concentrations has become a useful complementary approach (de Brauwere et al. 2014) .
Modeling methods for FIB concentrations in urban waterways can be categorized into mechanistic models and regression-based models. A mechanistic model explicitly considers the FIB sources and processes such as transport, decay, and sedimentation. Ferguson et al. (2009) reviewed quantification of various sources of microbial pollution in surface waters. In urban waterways, treated wastewater effluent, tributaries, stormwater runoff, and direct deposition from human recreation activities and wildlife all contribute FIB to water bodies. Especially in cities that have combined sewer systems, combined sewer overflows (CSOs), resulting from storm events, can be a significant contributor of FIB (Eleria and Vogel 2005; Rijal et al. 2009; de Brauwere et al. 2014) . Additionally, bank soils and river sediments have also been found to be potential sources of FIB (Ishii et al. 2006; Byappanahalli et al. 2010) . Therefore, it is very challenging to identify and quantify FIB sources in urban waterways. Moreover, the development of mechanistic models usually requires substantial time, professional knowledge, and observed data for model calibration and validation (Manache et al. 2007; Thupaki et al. 2010) . Many mechanistic models also require such extensive computational time that predictions might not be fast enough for real-time management purposes.
Data-driven models are considered effective alternatives that can provide useful predictions quickly, although they do not explicitly consider the processes (Tufail et al. 2008 ). Regression models for FIB have been successfully used in urban waterways to assist in quick and effective management decisions, such as issuing warnings and limiting recreational use of compromised water bodies (Eleria and Vogel 2005; Jagupilla et al. 2010; Nieh et al. 2014 ). Among various regression-based models, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used in a few studies to predict FIB concentrations in surface waters (Brion and Lingireddy 2003; de Brauwere et al. 2014) . Some of the studies have been done to forecast FIB concentrations in recreational beaches, such as in southern California (He and He 2008; Thoe et al. 2014) and Hong Kong (Thoe et al. 2012 ), but few studies have been done in riverine environments, especially urban waterways. Chandramouli et al. (2007) developed an ANN model to backfill missing fecal coliform concentrations in a database for the Kentucky River. Mas and Ahlfeld (2007) showed that ANNs performed better than ordinary leastsquares and binary logistic regression methods in predicting whether fecal coliform concentration meets the regulatory standard in Gates Brook, Massachusetts.
Regarding urban waterways that flow through cities, the microbial water quality is significantly affected by wastewater treatment plants, urban runoff, and CSOs during storm events. The applicability of ANNs to predict FIB concentrations in urban waterways has not been studied sufficiently. The objectives of this study were (1) to investigate which input variables are needed to account for effects of wastewater treatment effluent and CSOs along the river and (2) to develop an ANN model with selected input variables to predict fecal coliform concentrations in an urban river.
Study Domain
This study focused on the Chicago Area Waterway System (CAWS) within the Chicago city limits that services roughly 2.7 million people (Fig. 1) . Modifications to the waterway system began in the 1800s. The CAWS as designed today began to form around 1900, with the construction of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, which famously reversed the flow of the Chicago River to the Mississippi River to prevent sewage and stormwater runoff from entering Lake Michigan (Lanyon 2012) . As the only navigable connection between the Great Lakes and the Mississippi basins, the CAWS is also the most likely aquatic pathway for aquatic nuisance species, such as Asian carp, to migrate between the Great Lakes and Mississippi River basins. As part of the Great Lakes and Mississippi River Interbasin Study (GLMRIS) led by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (2014), the hydrologic separation has been recently under discussion and evaluation (Melching et al. 2015) .
Water reclamation plants (WRPs) contribute over 70% of annual flow discharge into the CAWS. O'Brien WRP, with the wastewater treatment capacity of 19.72 m 3 =s, is located upstream in the study domain. It serves more than 1.3 million people and discharges an average of 10.08 m 3 =s of treated wastewater into the CAWS. During wet weather events, especially extreme storm events, it has been found that CSOs can affect river hydrodynamics and water quality in the CAWS (Alp and Melching 2009; Waterman et al. 2011; Sinha et al. 2012 Sinha et al. , 2013 Zhu et al. 2017a, b; Quijano et al. 2017) . Regarding microbial water quality, Rijal et al. (2009 Rijal et al. ( , 2011 analyzed dry and wet weather microbial characterization and risk assessment for recreational use of the CAWS. During dry weather, the effluent from the WRPs is the primary source of the FIB concentrations. During wet weather, the upstream and downstream concentrations of FIB were higher than the WRP outfall concentrations, which indicates that a significant source of the FIB for the river during wet weather events could not be attributed to the WRP effluent, but to CSOs and other discharges. Byappanahalli et al. (2010) suggested that nonpoint sources of FIB, likely from soils and sediments along the river basin, may also contribute to the overall FIB load in the CAWS. Manache et al. (2007) developed a mechanistic model, implementing the first-order kinetics decay model into the DUFLOW model, a one-dimensional unsteady flow simulation package, to simulate fecal coliform concentrations in the CAWS. The study attempted to estimate the decay rate for different sections of the CAWS based on historical data analysis, and fecal coliform concentrations in CSO discharges. Jones et al. (2013) applied regression models to predict E. coli and Enterococci and used tree regression and random forests models to select hydrometeorological variables as model inputs. In this study, the CAWS was selected to study the applicability of an ANN model to predict FIB concentrations for urban waterways.
Methodology

Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network is a widely applied machine-learning algorithm to extract hidden patterns from complex data (Haykin 1994) . Inspired by neuron activity, McCulloch and Pitts (1943) introduced the idea of considering neural networks as computing machines. Hornik et al. (1989) proved mathematically that a multilayer neural network with finite hidden layers and sufficient hidden neurons is a universal approximator for any Borel measurable function from one finite-dimensional space to another. Since then, many complicated multilayer neural network models have been proposed and used in various fields (Paliwal and Kumar 2009 ). In the field of water resources and environmental engineering, ANNs have been successfully applied to predict runoff according to incomplete rainfall data (Tokar and Johnson 1999) , rainfall forecasting (Wu et al. 2010) , real-time river water levels at a given station (Thirumalaiah and Deo 1998) , drinking water quality (Wu et al. 2014) , and so on. Also, ANNs were used to estimate suspended sediment loads in rivers (Chen and Chau 2016; Olyaie et al. 2015) and to predict the energy consumption and environmental effects of solid waste landfill and cremation (Nabavi-Pelesaraei et al. 2017) . Previous experiences of applying ANNs to various scientific fields suggest that ANNs may be a solution for predicting FIB in urban waterways.
The multilayer neural network in this study had one hidden layer (Fig. 2) . It underwent three stages: training, validation, and testing. The weights of the nodes were iteratively estimated by a gradientdescent method that minimized a loss function such as the sum-ofsquared errors for regression and cross-entropy for classification. To avoid overfitting, a separate validation data set was used to determine when to stop the gradient descent algorithm, since the validation error started to increase after some iterations. Finally, another separate data set was used for model testing, which verified the performance of the ANN model. The model performance was evaluated using the coefficient of determination, R 2 .
The ANN model used in this study was a fully connected, feedforward system trained with a backpropagation algorithm. The gradient-descent method was used to train the forward multilayer perceptron model. A backpropagation algorithm is a widely used method to compute gradients of the error function with respect to weights and bias and, therefore, to learn internal representation during training by backpropagating errors into hidden units (Williams and Hinton 1986; LeCun et al. 1989 LeCun et al. , 2012 . Although local convergence and slow learning are drawbacks for standard backpropagation, there are ways to help practitioners to mitigate or avoid local minima and increase the learning process (Gurney 1997; Atakulreka and Sutivong 2007; Ruder 2016) . SGD, RMSprop, and Adam optimizers were investigated in the process of selecting the best hyperparameters (Fig. 3) . These optimizers addressed problems related to local convergence and slow learning. The ANN model was compiled using the Keras (Chollet 2015) application program interface (API). Keras is a high-level neural network API capable of running on either Tensorflow or Theano, both of which are deep learning libraries that are used in many applications such as Google searches or speech recognition.
Initial Data Collection
The first step to building the ANN model was determining and collecting potential input variables that may influence the FIB concentration in urban waterways. As addressed earlier in the paper, identifying the sources during the conditions of dry weather and wet weather may help to identify the necessary input variables to develop a successful predictive model. Since most of the annual flow of the CAWS can be attributed to WRP discharge, the WRP effluents may be a major source of FIB concentration for the waterway (Rijal et al. 2011) . During wet weather, other important FIB sources, other than the WRPs, are CSOs and stormwater runoff (Rijal et al. 2009 ). As CSOs and stormwater runoff are generated from rainfall precipitation, the amount of rainfall needs to be taken into account.
Several water quality parameters have been found to be related to FIB concentration in previous studies, including water temperature, pH, and turbidity (He and He 2008; Ortega et al. 2009 ). Temperature is one of the most important environmental conditions that determine coliform regrowth and death rates. pH may also have effects on the decay rates. Turbidity indicates the concentration of suspended solid particles that bacteria can attach to.
The inclusion of rainfall into the ANN model required a more intuitive analysis and review than the other explanatory variables. It has been observed that precipitation has a lagged effect on the water quality of a river, with storm events resulting in a delayed response in fecal coliform (FC) concentrations (Tornevi et al. 2014; Eleria and Vogel 2005) . Tornevi et al. (2014) found that for the river Gota Alv in Sweden, after a rainfall event greater than 15 mm within 24 h, the largest concentration of coliform will occur roughly 2 days after the event. For the prediction of the fecal coliform levels in the Charles River in Massachusetts, the model developed took into account the cumulative amount of rainfall within the past 1, 2, 3, and 7 days to account for the expected lag (Eleria and Vogel 2005) . Since rainfall has been linked to an influx of FIB in the CAWS, the lag must be taken into account, especially during rainfall events that last longer than 24 h (Rijal et al. 2009 ). The model developed in this paper included daily, 2-day, and 7-day cumulative rainfall and the days since the last rain event (Table 1 ). The flow discharge in the river was also considered in the model. Fig. 2 . Schematic of a multilayer neural network Finally, when thinking about the major sources of FIB for an urban river (WRPs, CSOs, and runoff), it is imperative to take into account the spatial variation of these sources. Introducing parameters such as the distance from the targeted location to the WRP effluent outfall, as well as the number of CSO outfalls upstream of the targeted location, will help to take into account the spatial variability of the sources.
Great efforts have been made by the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC) to monitor and improve water quality in the CAWS. One such effort is the Ambient Water Quality Monitoring (AWQM) Program (MWRDGC 2016). Twelve current and discontinued sampling locations are within the study domain (Fig. 1) . Samples are collected approximately monthly at a depth of 0.91 m for bacterial analysis. As E. coli was not analyzed until 2001 and fecal coliform is to date the recommended fecal indicator bacteria by the Illinois EPA, fecal coliform was selected to be modeled. The water quality data obtained from the AWQM program is available for downloading at the MWRDGC (2018). Concentrations of fecal coliform in 2,030 samples were analyzed in the study domain from 1989 to 2015.
Daily precipitation data in Cook County, where the city of Chicago is located, were collected at 25 rain gauges from 1989 to 2015 (Westcott 2015) . These data can be downloaded from the Illinois State Water Survey (2018). Although spatial heterogeneity of precipitation was noticed, it was not the goal of this paper to study the effects of spatial heterogeneity. The average of the data from the 25 rain gauges was used as an input variable in the model. Flow discharge data in this waterway are monitored by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The USGS gauge 05536118 at Grand Avenue is within the study domain, but the monitored flow discharges are available only from 2002 to 2010. Thus, flow discharge data have to be estimated for the periods of 1989-2002 and 
ANN Hyperparameters
Hyperparameters of ANN models are the parameters that are not learned during the training process. They have significant influence on the performance of the ANN model (Bardenet et al. 2013; Thornton et al. 2012) . Hyperparameters are of a high dimension; thus, hyperparameter tuning is an extremely labor-intensive process to select the best model given a general ANN structure and data set. In general, there are two types of hyperparameters of a neural network model: (1) the ones associated with the model itself, such as the model's number of hidden layers, the number of hidden units, activation functions, weight initialization, random seeds, and data preprocessing, and (2) the ones associated with the gradientdescent algorithm such as learning rate, batch size, number of training iterations, and momentum (Bengio 2012) .
Selection of hyperparameters has often been vague or simplified in previous studies. Brion and Lingireddy (2003) suggested an architecture of N:2N:1 for ANN modeling of microbial water quality, where N is the number of input variables and the number of neurons in the hidden layer is twice the number of input variables, while other studies have adopted a smaller number of neurons than the number of input variables (He and He 2008; Tufail et al. 2008; Thoe et al. 2014 ). Four of the major hyperparameters mentioned above were tested ( Table 2 ). The number of neurons determines the width of a hidden layer, and, therefore, its capacity to learn and store complex features during model training (Bengio 2012) . The range of the tested number of neurons was from 5 to 60. Considering that there were only 8-10 features (explanatory variables) for each data point, this was a reasonable range to build a model without overfitting. The activation function determines outputs to its perceived stimuli. Numerically, it controls how error can be backpropagated into every node of the neural network during training. Activation function candidates include exponential linear units (ELU) (Clevert et al. 2015) , rectified linear units (ReLU) (Nair and Hinton 2010) , and hyperbolic tangent (Tanh) (Karlik and Olgac 2011) . It has been proven that these three activation functions can improve model performance compared to the traditionally used sigmoid in many cases, since they can provide a significant gradient in the process of backpropagation (Krizhevsky et al. 2012; Glorot and Bengio 2010) . Furthermore, batch size, indicating how many data points are taken as input in one iteration, which affects the computational cost of model training (Bengio 2012) , was tested. The optimizer governs how the potential global minimum of the loss function can be found. During the training process, several optimizers for the gradient-descent algorithm were tested. Generally, gradient descent faces two challenges: avoiding the local minimum trap and choosing an appropriate learning rate (Ruder 2016). RMSprop and Adam are optimizers that adapt learning rates to parameters (weights and biases) during learning. Thus, they are expected to mitigate the aforementioned challenges. An exhaustive testing was done to seek the best hyperparameter combination. For the hyperparameters that were not in the grid search scheme, weights were randomly initialized uniformly (Glorot and Bengio 2010) , random seeds were randomly picked, and input data were standardized in preprocessing. The model performance was being monitored in the training process, which was stopped while the error on the validation data set reached a minimum.
Results
Selection of Hyperparameters
In this study, 405 combinations of hyperparameters (Table 2) were tested. It was found that the RMSprop optimizer and ReLU activation function performed better than the other optimizers and activation functions tested in this paper, although the performances of the three optimizers were quite similar (Fig. 3) . A batch size of 32 can provide the best R 2 value in the testing, but a batch size of 16 may have a more stable performance if other hyperparameters are not exhaustively tuned. The R 2 value keeps increasing as the number of neurons increases until 30, after which little improvement is observed when the number of neurons continues to increase (Fig. 3) ; thus, the number of neurons was set to 30 in this study. The activation function ReLU outperformed ELU and Tanh because of its property of keeping the gradient of the error function with respect to weights while the neuron inputs are positive. This property makes learning the internal representation of the neural network efficient during training. The error surface of a neural network is nonconvex and complicated. The curvature of the error surface often varies in different dimensions, such that the requirements for learning rates for weight adjustments often vary accordingly (LeCun et al. 2012) . Therefore, it is beneficial for training if separated adaptive learning rates are assigned with respect to each weight of the neural network. The optimizer RMSprop is a method that assigns different learning rates for different weights and they evolve with the process of training. Thus, it provided a better chance for the network to converge (Fig. 3) compared to other alternatives.
Selection of the Input Variables
Starting with the 10 previously mentioned input variables, a process was developed to determine which variables should be included to improve the performance of the neural network and which should not. The coefficient of determination, or R 2 value, was chosen as the performance metric to indicate the relative goodness of fit of the neural network. Each variable's relevance to FIB prediction in this context was compared by omitting a single variable from the neural network. This neural network setup was then run 500 times, with a randomized seed for splitting the data set into training, validation, and testing sets. The randomization was done to ensure the generalizability of the test results. The R 2 score was averaged over all 500 runs. This process was repeated for all input variables and compared to the neural network run under the same conditions, retaining all 10 variables. The test with the highest R 2 score was chosen as the preferred model. This process was repeated for nine input variables, with the variable left out in the highest scoring test not considered. A flowchart of this process can be seen in Fig. 4 . This process could continue beyond the steps displayed if the R 2 value continued to be improved with the removal of additional variables. , 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 The highest scoring model to result from this process did not include the days since last rainfall or pH measurements (Table 3) . The chosen input variables for the neural network then were as follows: water temperature; turbidity; daily, 2-day, and 7-day cumulative rainfall; river flow discharge; distance from the WRP effluent outfall; and number of CSO outfalls upstream. The search for optimal hyperparameters, described in the Methodology section, was done again for the eight input variables. The same hyperparameters that were found for 10 input variables were also the best options for the eight input variables.
Fecal Coliform Concentrations
The resulting statistics for the ANN model had an R 2 value of 0.54 (Fig. 5) . The state of Illinois conducted water use designation analysis for the Chicago River and determined that recreational usage and limited recreational usage would be permissible, resulting in a primary contact use designation (IPCB 2013) . Since the Illinois EPA has identified a value below 200 CFU per 100 mL as the regulatory threshold for the fecal coliform concentration, it would be intuitive to measure if the model was accurately predicting the observed values meeting the standard, or more importantly, observed values above regulatory standard as the opposite. The resulting accuracy of the ANN model was 86.5%, with the model overpredicting regulatory values 5.5% of the time and underpredicting values above the regulatory standard 8% of the time.
The model can make two kinds of mistakes if it is used to determine whether the waterway should be open or closed to recreation: (1) overpredicting values lower than or equal to the regulatory standard, which may result in a loss of benefits for vendors that rely on the recreational use of the river, and (2) underpredicting values above the regulatory standard, which can expose the public to potential health risks. As the scope of this study was to develop a predictive model of FIB concentration in an urban waterway, the best R 2 value was used as the criterion for model evaluation. For urban sites that prioritize the model's accuracy to limit one mistake or the other, it is certainly possible to train the ANN model to limit underpredictions or overpredictions.
Conclusions
Although it is generally faster to develop and use an ANN model than a deterministic model, an ANN model still requires a sophisticated understanding of the studied problems. In this paper, a predictive model using an ANN was developed for FIB concentration in an urban waterway, where major microbial pollutant sources are usually WRPs, CSOs, and stormwater runoff. Thus, daily, 2-day, and 7-day cumulative rainfall; river flow discharge; distance from the WRP effluent outfall; and number of CSO outfalls upstream were considered as input variables to take these sources into account. Water temperature and turbidity also were found to be important input variables as they affect the fate and transport of bacteria. An exhaustive search was done to find the best hyperparameters for the ANN model. It can be time consuming to do such a search, depending on the number of tested hyperparameters and the number of options for each hyperparameter. Therefore, in this paper, the best options of hyperparameters were found first for 10 initial input variables, and it was assumed that selection of the input variables would not affect the options for hyperparameters. After eight input variables were finally selected, it was confirmed that the same hyperparameters were also the best for the eight input variables.
Unlike water quality monitoring at beaches where samples are usually taken from the same site and used to represent the open-water area, urban waterways normally have significant spatial variation in FIB concentration because of various pollutant sources and directional river flow. For example, the FIB concentration at a WRP effluent outlet would be very different from the one far downstream from the WRP. It was found that distance from the WRP effluent outfall was one of the most important input variables.
There are some limitations with the ANN model developed in this study. The ANN model is a data-driven model, which only reflects the local underlying relation between input variables and response variables. The model results can shed light on similar problems in other geographical regions; however, it cannot be applied directly. Also, it does not consider processes of fate and transport of FIB; thus, it cannot be used to predict effects of changes on the system, such as infrastructure improvements. Regarding the Chicago waterways, the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP, also known as the Chicago Deep Tunnel) was started in the 1970s and aims to reduce CSOs, especially the first flush, by draining CSOs into deep tunnels and reservoirs for temporary storage. The tunnels were completed in 2006, the Thornton Reservoir went online at the end of 2015, and the completion of the McCook Reservoir is expected in 2029. It is expected that the completion of the Thornton and McCook reservoirs will significantly affect microbial pollutant sources during rainstorm events, but the ANN model cannot predict the reservoirs' effects.
Only the number of CSO outfalls was taken into account but, in fact, not every CSO would have the same discharge and water quality. Under certain storm events, some CSO outfalls might discharge CSO into the waterway while others do not. Unfortunately, CSO discharges and water quality are often not monitored in urban waterways. This paper shows that the performance of an ANN model can be improved when the number of upstream CSO outfalls is taken as an input variable. An integrated urban hydrologic and hydraulic model has been developed for the CAWS (Zhu et al. 2016) , which can simulate the quantity of CSO discharges under certain storm events. In the future, the integrated model can provide simulated CSO discharges for the ANN model to investigate, which may further improve the ANN model.
